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Abstract. In this paper, we construct and analyze new classes of modular representations of classical Lie algebras of type C and type A . These representations include a class of pointed torsion free representations, a class of irreducible
nonrestricted representations, and a class of indecomposable representations of
arbitrary high dimension. The construction is based on the realization of these
Lie algebras in the modular Weyl algebras acting on truncated polynomial algebras. We also classify all the irreducible representations of the modular Weyl
algebra.

1. Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p > 3, kp
the prime field, and g any restricted Lie algebra. For any element x e g , the
element xp - x^ belongs to the center of the enveloping algebra 11(g) of g.
As a consequence, it is possible to index the irreducible representations of g
by algebra homomorphisms cf = (xp - x^\x e g) —►k . Such characters may
also be considered as linear mappings in g*. A representation p of g is said
to admit a character x £ 0* if
(l.i)

p(xy-p(x^)

= X(x)pp(i)

for all elements xej.
A representation is restricted if it admits the character
X = 0 and nonrestricted if x ¥" 0 • Let M-(q, x) he the /-enveloping algebra, the
finite-dimensional, associative algebra with 1 whose representations are equivalent to the representations of g admitting x ■ We focus our attention on the
representations of the restricted, classical Lie algebras. Henceforth, g denotes
a semisimple classical Lie algebra over k .
The representations of classical g are closely related to the representations of
any semisimple, simply connected algebraic group G with Lie(G) = g. However, the differential of a representation of G is a restricted representation of
g. As a consequence, most standard examples of modular representations of g
are restricted. The importance of the nonrestricted representations to the classification problem of all irreducible representations of g was recognized by Kac
and Weisfeiler (see [WK] and [KW]). More recent developments can be found
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in [FP1-3], where Friedlander and Parshall study representations of il(g, x) •
In this paper, we further examine the relevance of nonrestricted representations
to general representation theory of classical Lie algebras g.
We employ the following notation. Let x) denote a fixed Cartan subalgebra
of such a g. Let Q>= i>+ U <P~ be the root system of g relative to h, g,, the
root space of g corresponding to the root y, and A= {ax, a2, ... , ae\ the
simple roots. For each y e <P+, we fix ey e q7, hy e x), and e-y e %-y so
that [ey, hy, e-7\y e 0+} is a set of Chevalley generators of g. We abbreviate
e¡ = ea., hi = ha¡, and fi = e-a¡. The mapping [p] : g —> g defined by
e^] = 0 and h\f] = hy makes g a restricted Lie algebra.
Nonrestricted modular representations of classical Lie algebras arise, by analogy, from torsion free representations in characteristic 0. A representation of
g is torsion free if all the root vectors ey act injectively. The theory of torsion free representations in characteristic 0 has been developed by Britten and
Lemire [BL1, 2], Fernando [F], and Britten, Futorny, and Lemire [BFL]. Fernando proves that only g of type Ae or Ce have torsion free representations,
which are always infinite dimensional. In [BL1], the pointed torsion free representations of g ("pointed" refers to the irreducibility and the existence of
a one-dimensional weight space) are classified and are realized by the embedding of g in the Weyl algebras over C. Nonrestricted modular representations
share many features with these infinite-dimensional, torsion free representations
in characteristic 0. For example, any representation admitting a character x
with x(€y) 7e0 nas ey acting injectively since ey acts as the scalar x(ey)p •
In this paper, we consider connections of the above results with modular representation theory. In the next section, we begin by classifying all the irreducible

representations of the modular Weyl algebra We. Then we construct classes of
representations of Wt parameterized by 21-tuples of elements from the field.
These representations are very natural, realized as collections of truncated polynomials, and include all the irreducibles. In the third section, representations
of classical Lie algebras are obtained from this Weyl algebra construction by re-

stricting to well-known Lie subalgebras of Wt of types C and A . Depending
on the parameters and the level of truncation, this construction yields irreducible nonrestricted representations, pointed torsion free representations, or
indecomposable representations of arbitrary high dimension for these classical
Lie algebras.
2. Modular

Weyl algebras

Let R be any associative algebra with 1 over k. We denote by Rep R the
set of all equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible representations.
Then by Schur's lemma, we have a canonical map (the central character map)

(2.1)

Repita

RepZ(.R),

where Z(R) is the center of R. By Nakayama's lemma, R/R kerx is a nonzero
finite-dimensional k-algebra for any x e RepZ(i?) and, hence, has a finitedimensional irreducible representation. This implies that the map <f>in (2.1)
is surjective. If V e RepR , then / = </>(V)is called the (central) character of
V . Note that we may replace Z(R) by any central subalgebra Z c Z(R).
Applying the preceding paragraph to the universal enveloping algebras il(g)
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and the central subalgebra cf, the next result stands in contrast to the charac-

teristic 0 results of Fernando.
Proposition 2.2. For any X € 8* > there exists a (finite-dimensional) irreducible
representation of g admitting the character x ■ In particular, there exist irreducible torsion free representations for classical g of any type. D

The modular Weyl algebra over the field k is defined by the same relations
as in characteristic 0, that is , Wt is the associative algebra with 1 generated by
di, x¡:, 1 < i < I subject to relations
{di,d1] = \xl,x1]

= 0,

[di,Xj] = âij.

It is easy to see that W¡ is the tensor product of I copies of Wx. We study
W := Wx first and for simplicity of notation suppress the subscripts for the
generators dx and xx.
By induction, we can prove the following formulae for /' e Z>o :
(2.3)

[Ô', x] = id'-1,

[d , x1] = zx'-1.

The proof of the next lemma follows from a standard argument using nitrations.
Lemma 2.4. The center Z(W) of W is equal to the subalgebra generated by
the dp and xp . Moreover, the center is k[dp, xp], which is isomorphic to the
two-variable polynomial algebra over k. D
So W is a finitely generated module over its center and has no infinitedimensional irreducible representations (see [SF, §5.2]). Since RepZ = k x k,
any irreducible representation of W uniquely determines a pair (a, b) e kxk.
Indeed, we have
Proposition 2.5. The central character map of sets from RepW —►kxk
is
bijective and any irreducible representation of W is of dimension p.
Proof. Suppose V is an irreducible representation of W with the central character x ■ Let X(dp) = a, x(xp) = b. Then axlp is an eigenvalue of d . Take
any eigenvector v e V of ax/p . We claim that
P-X

(2.6)

V = Qkxiv.

¡=o
Let V0= Y,p7okx*v ■% (2-3)>we have
(2.7)

dx'v = axlPxlv + ixi~xv

or

(d - axlP)x'v = ix'~xv ;

hence, V0 is invariant under both d and x and V0= V. Let £" 0 c¡x'v = 0
be an expression with 0 < m < p - 1 as small as possible such that cm ^ 0.
Applying (d - ax/p)m to this expression, we get cmm\v = 0 by (2.7), which

is impossible by the choice of m. This implies that v, xv,...,
xp~xv are
linearly independent and V is of dimension p . Since the actions of d and x
on V are uniquely determined by a and b, <j>rnust be injective and the result
follows. D
Corollary 2.8. (1) Any irreducible representation of Wt is of the form C3>¿=1
Vi,
where F, is any irreducible representation of the subalgebra (di ,x¡) = W. Any
irreducible representation of Wi has the dimension pe.

(2) The character map of RepW¡ -» RepZ(W^) = k21 is bijective.
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There is a natural representation of the modular Weyl algebra W¡ ona polynomial ring with coefficients in k where <9,and x, act as the derivative d /ox,
and multiplication by x,, respectively. In fact, any irreducible module of We
admitting any character may be realized in a similar manner by truncating the
polynomials and manipulating this action. For ¿-tuples b = (b¡) e (k)e and
m = (mi) e (Z>o)e consider the truncation algebra

(2.9)

7T(m,\>):=k[xx,...

, xe]/(xfl) - bx, ... , xfl) - be).

Let e'11"*:= e¿-"=\0i x' be the formal exponential defined so that d/dxre^1^ =
a)iPeM,"x. On the vector space r(m, a, b) := e*"Px7T(m, b), let d, act as the
partial derivative d/dx¡ and x, act as multiplication by x,. Using the formal
product rule, it is straightforward to confirm that the defining relations of We
are satisfied. Thus, we have defined a representation of Wt on ^(m, a, b).

Let 1 = (1, 1,...

,1).

Proposition 2.10. The representation of Wl on £7(1, a, b) is irreducible and
admits the arbitrarily chosen character (a, b) e ke x kl.
Proof. Since the representation has dimension pe, it is irreducible by Proposition 2.5. The character may be calculated using the fact that e?"''* 1 is an
eigenvector of 9, with eigenvalue a),p and xf -e*11"*1 = />,eal/'x 1. D
It is possible to realize some of the irreducible We representations §^(1, a, b)
in another more useful manner. Let kx be the nonzero elements of k and
b € (kx)e. For any ¿-tuple of nonnegative integers n, let xn be the monomial
x"'x22 • • -x"' and x£r = x, in 79~(m, b). We may define representations of Wt
on the vector space 9~(m, b) indexed by ¿-tuples a = (a¡) e ke. Set
(2.11)

x, • xn = xn+€'

and

d¡ ■xn = b~x(n,: + ai)xm+W"'-l)e<.

The division by b¡ in the action of 9,, and thus the assumption that each
6, 5¿ 0, is needed to insure that [d¡, x¡] acts as the identity. It follows that
(2.11) defines a W¡ representation which we denote by 7? = &(m, a, b).
One of the advantages of working with 7? over W is that monomials of the
truncation algebra are mapped to monomials under the actions of both d¡ and
x,. The natural representation of Wt on 77~(m, b) is recovered by setting

a = (0,0,...,0).
We note that the representation ^(1, a, b) of Wt has dimension pl and
is thus irreducible. It admits the character x vvith x(df) = (ap - ai)b~x and
X(xf ) = bi for all i = 1, 2, ... , t. It is clear that since b, ¿ 0, x, will act
torsion freely. If a, $ kp , d¡ acts torsion freely. It also follows that &(1, a, b)
and ^°(1, a', b') are equivalent ^-representations iff b = V and a¡ - a\ e kp
for all /'.

3. Nonrestricted

representations

As in characteristic 0 (see [BL2]), there exist natural embeddings of classical
Lie algebras of types Q and At-X in the Weyl algebra W¡ . We shall denote
these Lie algebras contained in Wi by g(C) and g(A), respectively. In what
follows, results on representations of q(C) will lead to analogous results on repLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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resentations of g(A). Furthermore, when working with q(A) representations,
we will now assume that p does not divide £ . It is necessary to have a precise
description of the embedding of g(C) in We.
Proposition 3.1. The vector subspace g(C) of Wt defined by
t

8(C) - £ (| (diXj + xjdi)) + (XiXj)+ (didj)
í.y-i
is a Lie subalgebra of We of type Ce. Furthermore, the following elements of We
satisfy the Serre relations (see [B]) corresponding to a type Ce Carian matrix.

hi h+x¡di - xi+xdi+x,

ei^Xidi+x,

fi *-+xi+xdi,

he^xede + \,

ee*\x\,

fi^-\d¡,

l<i<£-l,

and, relative to the Cartan subalgebra \) = (hx, h2, ... , he),
{x¡dj\l <i<j<£}U

{XiXj\l <i<j<£)

is a set of positive root vectors of g(C) and

{Xidj\l <j<i<£}U

{didj\l <i<j<£}

is a set of negative root vectors for g(C).
Proof. Using the assumption that p # 2, the first part of the theorem is proved
in the same manner as in characteristic 0 [D, Lemma 4.6.9]. The remaining
statements concerning the Serre generators and root vectors can be confirmed
by calculations using the defining relations of We. o

Corollary 3.2. The elements e¡, h¡, fi for i = 1,2,...
, £ - 1 of Proposition
3.1 generate a Lie algebra g(A) of type Ae-X in Wt ■ The set
{Xidj\l < i ¿ j < £}

is a set of root vectors of q(A) relative to the Cartan subalgebra fj =
(hx,h2, ... , he-x).
A most interesting class of representations is constructed by restricting the W(
representation & = S"(m, a, b) to the Lie subalgebras g(C) and q(A) . Let
|n| = X)¿=ini and m — min (mi, m2,... , m(). Two monomials xn and xfl
of & are said to have the same degree if |n| = |n| modulo p"1. By examining
the basis elements of q(A) given in Corollary 3.2, we see that the action of q(A)
on & is degree preserving. In fact,
pM-X

j=0

as q(A) modules where we define &j to be the vector subspace of 7P with
basis consisting of all monomials with degree j. We analyze the structure of
the g(C) representations & and the q(A) representations «^.
Under certain conditions on the scalars a, the representations of this construction are torsion free.
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Theorem 3.3. If a¿ £ kp for all i = 1,2, ... , £ , then 7?(m, a, b) is a torsion
free representation of both g(C) and g(A).
Proof. Let ¿, denote ap - a¡. We have:

(x,dj)<rm¡+mjl
acts as hf^-^äf'^
(XiXj)^,+mjïacts as bfJ)bf"]

forl<i¿j<£,
forl<i<j<£,

(didj)**"^ actsas b^äf^b^äf^

forl<i<j<£.

Each of these scalars is nonzero by assumption. Thus, all root vectors of g(C)
and q(A) (see Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2) act injectively on & . D

The focus on the classical Lie algebra g(C) (and %(A)) is partly due to the
fact that any monomial xn is a weight vector relative to h (to r)) of weight An
where we define

(3.4)
K(hi) = ni + ai-ni+x -ai+x and Àn(he) = n¡ + a„ + \.
From these formulas and the fact that the truncated monomials form a basis of
£P, it is clear that the g(C) representation 7? is a weight representation with
pe distinct weights and all weight spaces have the same dimension, p\m\-e.
Similarly, the q(A) representation ^ has pl~x distinct weight spaces each
of dimension pN-C-1)-"1 . Representations whose weight spaces all have the
same dimension d are said to be of degree d. Also, different weights of 7?

( £P3) differ only by elements of the prime field kp , and all such possible pl
(respectively, pe~x ) functionals occur as weights of these representations. Representations of classical Lie algebras g of fixed degree d with p13"^) distinct
weights are frequently encountered in the modular theory.
The realization of g(C) and $(A) in We makes it possible to move between
and within weight spaces of 7? and 3P¡.
Lemma 3.5. (1) For any two monomials x" and xa of 77?, there is an element
ffnñ o/il(g(C))
that has the following properties:
(a) o-nñ(xn) = x* and for any monomial x' in the An weight space, o-nfl(xr)
= sTxf for some nonzero sT e k and monomial xf in the Afl weight
space,
(b) ana acts injectively,

(c) cx^ ^ acts as a nonzero scalar.
Furthermore, if XB= Aa, then o^ is an element of the center of it(g(C)).
(2) If at £ kp for some t = 1,2,...
, £ , then for any two monomials x"
and xa ofTPj, there is an element o^ of ü(q(A)) that has the same properties
as above.
Proof. For g(C), let /, be the unique integer between 0 and pm' -1 congruent
to («, - n,)/2 modulo pm>. Using the fact that x,x, is a root vector of g(C),
there exists a scalar s e k (involving only the b¡ ) such that
tfnñ = 1/5 (*l*l)''(X2X2)/:!

• ■• (XeXe)1'

satisfies the first property. The second and third properties follow from the fact
that (XiXi)^ ,} acts as the nonzero scalar bf on 77P. If A„ = Aa, then by (3.4)
each /, is divisible by p and p-powers of root vectors are central.
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For q(A) , we have that x,9, is a root vector which acts injectively for any
i = 1,2,...
,£ with i t¿ / because (x¡dtr
acts as the nonzero scalar
b<J>m')b(-Pm>)s¡(pm<+m'-')
_ For any / = 1, 2, ... ,¿,

let /, be the unique integer between 0 and pm<- 1 congruent to «, - «¡ modulo pm'. Assume
that mr = min(mi, m2, ... , me). Because x" and x" have the same degree,
c := ¿~^i=x(ñi- n¡) is divisible by pm'. Thus, there exists a nonzero scalar 5

such that
0^=1/5 (xxd,f---(xrdt)l'-c---(xedtf
satisfies the desired properties. If r = t, then there is no need to correct any
exponent by subtracting c.

D

Using the operators 0^ of the lemma, we see that every submodule of J3
(77P}) also has the full complement of pe (pe~x) distinct weights and also has
weight spaces of the same dimension. In particular, we have the following.
Theorem 3.6. The g(C) representation ^(l,a,b)
is irreducible of degree 1.
If at £ kp for some t = 1,2,...
, £ , then the q(A) representation 7Pj(l, a, b)
is irreducible of degree 1 for any j = 0,l,...,pm-l.
D

By Theorem 3.3, the irreducible representations &>(1, a, b) and ^,(1, a, b)
are nonrestricted. Since irreducible g representations are frequently of finite
degree with all possible />rank(0)weights, the previous theorem suggests that
these newly constructed modules are of minimal possible dimension among all
nonrestricted modules for these algebras. The study of this question and its relation to the Kac-Weisfeiler conjecture [WK] on the maximal p-power dividing
the dimension of a modular representation are considered by Peters [P] in a
related paper. In that work, the characters of these irreducible representations
are analyzed and are shown to be nilpotent.
Under the stronger assumption that a¡ $ kp for all i = 1, 2, ... , £ , Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 show that &>(1, a, b) and ^,(1, a, b) are pointed torsion
free representations of g(C) and q(A) , respectively. In another related paper,
Shi [S] shows that the only classical simple Lie algebras with such representations are those of type A and C (compare with the characteristic 0 work of
Fernando [F]). Furthermore, for Lie algebras of these types, 7P(l, a, b) and
&*j(l, a, b) exhaust all the possibilities.
The representations formed by truncation at higher levels do not remain
irreducible and do not admit characters but are indecomposable of arbitrary
high dimension.
Theorem 3.7. The q(C) representation ^(m, a, b) has a unique minimal submodule isomorphic to 7P(1, a, b) and the q(A) representation ^(m, a, b) has
a unique minimal submodule isomorphic to 77P¡\1,a, b).
Proof. Let V be any irreducible submodule of £P. Choose any weight X of
7?, and let {x"1, x"2,... , x"r} be the monomial basis of the A weight space
of 7? . As a consequence of Lemma 3.5, A is a weight of V. Let
r

v = y^ <*/*■'
1=1

for a, e k be a nonzero vector of V in the X weight space. For j # 1, let
a be the operator rjnyni of Lemma 3.5. The central element o must act as
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some nonzero scalar sa on the irreducible V. But rj^'"1' acts as some scalar
5 on all of i?. This implies sa is the unique p'ml root of 5 and as such is
independent of the choice of irreducible V. Now
r

sav = o(v) = y^a,g(xn|).
1=1

Equating coefficients of the xD| terms yields axsa
completely determined by ax and is independent
follows that every irreducible module must contain
has a unique minimal submodule. Furthermore, the

x"~

= a}-, proving that aj is
of the irreducible V. It
the vector v , proving &
mapping

x»+ £>,**
v=n
»*■

extends to an isomorphism from 7?(1, a, b) to the unique irreducible submod-

ule of 9>.
The proof for the g(A) representation «^ is analogous.

D
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